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INTRODUCTION

Artos is a digital asset of PT. Artos Digital Sejahtera which was

established in 2022 in Indonesia.

Artos is a DeFi token that is backed by the community to form a strong

foundation, developed with the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network which

is a means to leverage solidity-based smart contracts with speed and

efficiency that is far better than others.

ABSTRACT

We Build Platform Based on Real Experience and Observation. Artos is a

Community focused DeFi Token.

Armed with experience in the crypto world, observation and a strong

determination to create a platform that can be used by all groups as a tool

to facilitate transactions and business, Artos was created as a bridge for

that purpose.

We believe in the sharing economy and decentralization, which is why we

will develop and create the next generation of tools and platforms for

miners and digital asset trading.

The uniqueness of Artos token lies in the transaction system that provides

automatic reflection to each holder so that holders have the opportunity to

get automatic rewards for each token they store in the wallet, besides that

Artos has a Wallet dapp application that is integrated into their Main Wallet

such as Trust Wallet, Metamask , or Safepal so that holders can perform

transactions, swaps, exchanges and automated staking.

VISION, MISION & GOAL

Vision

Becoming a Valuable Digital Asset in the Future

Mision

Become one of the digital assets that can be traded on Digital

Asset exchanges around the world.

GOAL

➢ ARTOS as a Digital Asset intended for the community in bridging

between holders who participate and have

➢ ARTOS tokens can do transactions, mining or exchange with other

digital assets such as NFT

➢ ARTOS can be obtained by mining crypto in the community by

becoming a member who is a member of itARTOS in future

development is focused on the functionality of the token as a tradable

digital asset

TOKEN NETWORK

Artos chose the Binance Smart Chain Main Network as a means to

leverage solidity-based smart contracts with far greater speed and

efficiency than other networks.

BSC itself has become one of the most widely used blockchains for

decentralized finance (DeFi), BSC uses a token protocol developed by the

Binance Team called BEP-20 which is known for its block speed of 5

seconds which is much faster than blocks on other networks on average.

speed 1 to 2 minutes.

In addition to using the BSC Network, we are also developing Artos with a

Matic Network with the same goal, namely network stability and speed,

besides that, Artos will use the Matic Network in NFT Development.



TOKEN DETAILS

ALOCATION

Token Name : Token Artos

Symbol : ARTOS

Decimal : 4

Contract : 0x7cf3c5867b052251f56103fd3c35de1076484327

Suply : 100.000.000.000

Network : Binance Smart Chain

Token Alocation

Public Sale Team

Liquidity Private Sale

Exchage Alocation Mning Club

Super Investor Burning





ECOSYSTEM

PROJECT

Linkage The relationship between the project and the ecosystem is very

important, Artos develops real projects that will be needed by each

individual or group.

With a good Ecosystem, it is hoped that it will produce a good project.

Likewise, an Ecosystem without a project will not be able to work

according to its flow.



DECENTRALIZATION

Artos Token Centered on the development of the DeFi Token, which is a

direct transaction system with the main blockchain network without any

intermediaries

FEATURE

The Artos Token Team combines a passion for esports, industry experise

& proven record in finance, development, marketing.

✓ Ultra Fast & Secure

▪ Instant Private Transaction

✓ Highly Scalable

✓ Limitless Applications

✓ Reliable & Low Cost

✓ Low Fees Relieve Transaction Loads

DAPP WALLET

Dapp Wallet is a Platform from Artos Token to control user token

transactions directly with the main wallet




